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Proactively Manage Accounting
Anomalies in 12 Weeks
With HighRadius’ Autonomous Anomaly Management Software, your teams are able to identify anomalies and resolve them 
faster- not in months, but weeks!

Faster and Accurate Anomaly Management

Get alerts for potential anomalies 
based on AI capability to analyze 
data, establish patterns and 
identify deviations that could 
indicate an anomaly.

Real-time anomaly 
detection

Alert users to potential issues in 
real-time through automated 
workflows and enable them for
a quicker investigation and 
resolution.

Faster anomaly resolutions 
with workflows

A single source of truth for all 
transactions and a customized 
view of anomalies enable you in 
making funding and investing 
decisions efficiently.

Better visibility of 
anomalies & transactions

Easily plug and play into ERPs with 
real-time API and/or Hex (SFTP) 
integrations, and get started with 
AI-powered cash application.

No disruption to the existing 
IT landscape

Viewing all anomaly attributes in 
one place helps auditors find the 
right information and support 
documents for ensuring the 
accuracy of financial statements.

Improved compliance & 
auditability

Pre-packaged modules, 
industry-specific best practices, 
and remote deployment allow 
customers to minimize the need 
for internal IT involvement.

Minimal IT
dependency

Trusted by Accounting Teams Across the Globe



HighRadius Anomaly Management Software integrates with your ERP to collect all data and transactions from General 
Ledger (GL) and to automatically create a worklist of potential anomalies for analysts. Its AI algorithm analyzes all 
transactions that occurred in the past 12 to 18 months and flags odd transactions that don’t fit the defined pattern.
A centralized work system allows accountants to maintain all their work papers in one place and collaborate efficiently.
After your team is done resolving anomalies and making all necessary corrections, HighRadius automatically posts the 
changes in journal entries to your ERP.

Key Product Features

Flag critical anomalies through an analysis of your 
ERP transactions by our ML engine and identify key 
attributes like risk categories, account details, and 
more. Enable your account teams to prioritize 
anomalies and take action by creating tasks on 
their worklists.

Anomaly Detection
Swiftly take action on anomalies with a complete list of 
anomalies flagged as errors or omissions and guided 
by suggestions for corrections powered by AI. Quickly 
resolve anomalies by choosing between 'Ignore', 'Close', 
or 'Create Task' based on the anomaly type.

Anomaly Resolution
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Solution Architecture That’s Autonomous



Seamless Connectivity with ERPs, Banks & Other Financial 
Systems

Bank Integration
Out-of-the-Box Support for Standard Banking Formats: Supports industry-standard bank file 
formats (BAI, MT940, MT942) and provides real-time insights into which bank statements have been 
received and processed.

Low-Volume Bank File Import: CSV and Excel file formats can be uploaded from banks if online 
integration is not required, for example, due to low monthly activity within an account.

ERP Integration
Out-of-the-Box Integration: HighRadius Extractor (HEX) add-on supports all major ERPs such as SAP 
ECC, SAP s/4 Hana, Oracle NetSuite.

SFTP & API Integration: Supports SFTP and API integration for Quickbooks, Sage Intacct, and Microsoft 
Business Central

Low-Volume ERP Data Import: Supports Excel, and CSV formats to pull financial close for modeling.

Other Financial System Integration
Excel and CSV Support: Datasets like GL balances, GL line items, all AP and AR, legal entities, and 
bank statements can be downloaded and uploaded in our anomaly management software 
through simple CSV and Excel uploads.

Keep Your Data Confidential and Safe

Compliance with industry standards and regulations, including GDPR, HIPAA, SOC 1 Type 2, SOC 2 Type 2

Comprehensive InfoSec reviews from multiple banks and over 500+ corporate customers

Encryption of data at rest and in transit, ensuring data privacy and security

Role-based access controls to ensure authorized access to data

HighRadius’ Anomaly Management Software has all the necessary compliances and accreditations required 
to keep your data confidential and safe.
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An Onboarding Program Designed For a Quick ROI
Our onboarding program includes 5 tasks prioritized as per your organization’s goals in each phase that gets completed
in 12 weeks.
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Lightning-Fast Implementation with ROI in 3 Months
With HighRadius, you can begin automatically detecting anomalies in 6 months.

Proactively Manage Accounting Anomalies in 12 Weeks
Don’t settle for the ordinary. Discover the extraordinary with HighRadius.

Request a Demo

https://www.highradius.com/demo-request/


https://www.highradius.com/industry-benchmark-report-receivables-management/�
https://www.highradius.com/platform/freeda-digital-assistant/�https://www.highradius.com/platform/rivana-arti�cial-intelligence/�

https://www.highradius.com/software/integrated-receivables/�

About HighRadius
HighRadius is the leading provider of Autonomous Finance Software. Our AI-powered solutions automate routine 
processes and surface potential issues for further review, allowing finance professionals to focus on what matters, 
making better decisions more quickly than is possible with traditional ERP systems. More than 700 of the world’s leading 
brands leverage HighRadius to power their Order to Cash, Treasury, and Record to Report functions, including 3M, 
Unilever, Anheuser-Busch InBev, Sanofi, Kellogg Company, Danone, Hershey’s, etc.

Click here to know more about Autonomous Finance.
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